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Biography of kazakh zhyrau:

•1)Bukhar-Zhyrau Kalkamanuly 
•2)Aktamberdy Saryuly  
•3)Dosambambet Zhyrau 
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Bukhar-Zhyrau Kalkamanuly 
⚫ 1)Bukhar-Zhyrau Kalkamanuly 

(1668-1781) - the great Kazakh poet, 
18th century. The founder and 
organizer of the Kazakh-Dzhungar 
War against the Dzungar invaders is 
the wise man of Ablai Khan. The 
origin is from the financial tribe of 
Argyn tribe. 
Bukhar Zhyrau lived during the 
Dzhungar occupation of the Kazakh 
people, lived at the time of the 
future of the country, and was able 
to answer the difficult problems of 
the past with his poems. During 
these difficult times, Ablai correctly 
advised the khan to consolidate the 
people in the fight against an 
aggressive enemy, to unite under a 
flag . It is political-social. 
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Aktamberdy Saryuly
2)Aktamberdy Saryuly (1675, present 

South Kazakhstan, Karatau, 1768 - 
nowadays Zhurek Jota of Abai district of 
the East Kazakhstan region) is a prominent 
representative of the Kazakh Zhetysu 
school, diplomat. The warrior was the 
oldest warrior in the wreckage category, 
compared to "twelve in the sword and the 
sword". It reflects all aspects of life, family, 
country, courage and land issues. Short 
sketch, Master of Chechen Speech. In 1742, 
he served as the representative of the 
Orenburg tribunals in Orenburg. From 1738 
to 1752, almost all of the Kazakh-Kalmyk 
bloody battles took place.
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Dosambambet Zhyrau

Dosambambet Zhyrau (1490-1523) - a 
zhyrau, a commander, a hero. 

Dospambet Zhyrau lived during the 
period of formation of the Kazakh 

people. The smaller Nogai Army was a 
military commander. Deshta Kufshak 

was visited many times by 
Bakshasaray in Istanbul. He 

participated in many military 
campaigns on the side of the Crimean 

Khanate. Dospambet was killed in 
one of the tribal battles in the Zirau 

in 1523 near Astrakhan.
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Proceedings:
•Bukhar-Zhyrau 

•“Он екі айда жаз келер”,
•“Абылай ханның қасында”, 
•“Ханға жауап айтпасам”

•Aktamberdy Saryuly 
•«Күлдір-күлдір кісінетіп»
•«Отбасар орны отаудай»
•“Күмбір-күмбір кісінетіп”
•“Уа, қарт Бөгембай”
•“Менімен ханым ойнаспа”
•“Жауға шаптым ту байлап”
•“Заманым менің тар болды” 

•Dosambambet Zhyrau 
•«Айнала бұлақ басы таң»
•«Тоғай, тоғай, тоғай су»
•«Азау, азау дегенің»
•«Арғымаққа оқ тиді»
• «Қоғалы көлдер, қом сулар», 
•«Айналайын, Ақ Жайық»
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